
A circular itinerary to discover the wild and surprising eastern shore of Lake Como, with small 

villages that hide precious little jewels. It then moves from the lake to the mountains, climbing to 

the heart of the Larian Triangle, as the region between the branches of Como and Lecco is called, 

visiting “the holiday resorts” in vogue among the Milanese in the last century that to this day meet 

the needs of those searching for places to relax and to enjoy active tourism too.

Departure and arrival point: Como

Como can be reached by car by taking the Como Centro exit on the A9 motorway and by 

Trenitalia or Trenord trains from Milan to Lugano.

Duration: full day + any stops

The Treasures of the Larian Triangle

The itinerary can best be covered by car with some transfers on foot; it can also be covered by bicycle 

with a difference in altitude of 800 metres and an average gradient of 7%. We recommend great care and 

attention as there are no reserved lanes and some sections of the road are very narrow and extremely busy.
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Piani del Tivano 

observatory

 (for dates www.osservatoriosormano.it)
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Lake Pusiano

ferries (for information: www.prolocobosisio.it). 

W

Monument to the Fallen

Camnago Volta

Mausoleum of Alessandro Volta

From the car park above Camnago church begins Ponte dei Bottini path; 

a cycle/pedestrian path that exploits the old tramway that once linked 

Como and Lecco (1 hour return journey) with benches and stopping spots in the 

clearings.                                                                                                                                                          

EVENTS
Gnocchi festival:

Giubiana Feast:

Biofera:

Madonna della Neve:

MARKETS
Erba Canzo:

ACTIVE HOLIDAY
Mountain time trails:

Winter sports in Pian del Tivano:

Sport climbing to Canzo/Scarenna:
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